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***

§ 1.01 Introduction.

Title examinations and opinions are all about title assurance. Secure titles let project managers sleep at night. Exploration departments must convince management that projects are geologically sound and economically feasible. They must also convince them that they are legally supportable. Legally supportable projects center on marketable titles. Upfront capital and human-resource investments are so huge, particularly with mining projects, that title miscues are inexcusable. Tragedies abound when adequate project title assurance is underutilized or fails outright. The more notorious are chronicled in the decisional law and authorities and provide grist for the Socratic sparing mill in the nation's law schools.

***

§ 1.02 History of Title Assurance.

“Title” has many meanings. It denotes the type and nature of one's ownership and rights in relation to land. Title can be possessory (as with a lease) or non-possessory (as with a future interest such as a remainder following a life estate, a reversion, or right-of-reentry). It can take the form of fee estate; an estate for years; a leasehold estate; a future interest; or simply a right to use or cross-over land, as with an easement, right-of-way, license, profit à prendre, or other [in]corporeal hereditament. The title is said to be “marketable,” “good,” “valid,” “sufficient,” “clouded,” and even “perfect.” Also, title is sometimes defined by its source, such as titles by purchase, descent, devise, adverse possession, prescription, or decree. Finally, titles may be legal or equitable, and vested or inchoate.

Over time several methods of title assurance developed in respect of real property. In American jurisprudence, vendors or owners of land are not required to prove title—vendees, buyers, lenders, or users are. The exception appears when the vendor/owner contracts to do so. This practice stems from the courts' extension of the caveat emptor doctrine for chattels to real property. Purchasers needed a system from which they could obtain some assurance that the title they wished to purchase was reasonably clear of defects such that a reasonably prudent person would purchase it or act upon it in the course of commerce.
Evidence or the assurance of title, and reporting the title's nature, character, quality, and validity is the focus of this Special Institute. Initially, possession was the evidence of title. Transfer of title, ownership, or right of possession was represented symbolically by the passing of a clod of dirt or a twig from the owner seller (grantor) to a non-owner buyer (grantee). In English common law, this ceremonial act of transfer of title was called livery of seisen or feoffment. At some point, written instruments replaced the clod and twig. Evidence or proof of the transfer tenuously remained in the memories of attending witnesses to the ceremony. In time, the English Statute of Frauds and Perjuries of 1677 required all transfers or encumbrances of land to be in writing.

As titles proliferated and societies became more complex, the need for government-monitored registration of land titles developed. American jurisdictions utilize two, public records-based systems of title assurance: title registration and title recording. Both systems have as their objective the security of titles.

One, the least well-known, is the Torrens system. Titles are registered with the state in the same manner as automobile and pleasure boat titles. The seller endorses his certificate of title over to the purchaser (or other more common instrument of transfer), who presents it to the registrar for "registration," and the purchaser then receives a new certificate of title in return as the purchaser's evidence of title. The Torrens system is used in several former British Commonwealth jurisdictions and found some favor in the United States in the early Twentieth Century and was adopted in one form or the other by twenty states. The Torrens system has fallen out of favor in most American jurisdictions and is authorized by statute in only ten states, and of those only four actually use the system.

From their inception recording systems have been creatures of statute. The American system stems from the English Statute of Enrollments of 1535. History teaches that recording became necessary when parties resorted to paper transfers in order to document exceptions, reservations, conditions, and limitations, to facilitate lenders perfecting their encumbrances, and to prevent secret transfers.

This system came to America with the colonial migration and transplant of English culture, including its body of laws to the New World. Spanish, Dutch, and French systems ultimately gave way to the English recording model. The objective of recording statutes has three components: (1) the original one of establishing a priority of right between competing claimants by incentivizing prompt recording of conveyances and encumbrances; (2) an equitable one of protecting subsequent purchasers against unknown conveyances and encumbrances; and (3) a constructive one of preserving all links in the chain of title (the history) so that a determination might be made as to the current owner and the nature of encumbrances, limitations, and conditions on the title.

Recording is not so much the registration of land titles--the Torrens System; as it is the cataloguing of the evidence of title. "Recording" denotes the delivery of the instrument of title or encumbrance to a registrar of deeds, who logs the instrument into the reception book, replicates the instrument by copying it verbatim onto an official record for permanent retention, and returning the instrument to the grantee. It establishes a system priority based upon the date of presentation of the instrument for recording. Initially, recorders
copied the instruments by hand (long-hand) into books, *ad seriatum*, again in the order of presentment.\(^{15}\) As title instruments proliferated, recorders not only logged them into reception books, but also indexed them by grantor, grantee, document type, and land description, as well as copying them into the official record.\(^{16}\) Ultimately, as technology developed, photostatic copying, micro-fiche/readers, and now computers, have modernized the indexing and retrieval systems.

Consequently, one relies on the recording system to provide evidence of the chain of title, but not a declaration of the title itself. To ensure (or assure) oneself that title is marketable, one must examine the title evidence in the recorder’s office, deed by deed (or link by link), instrument by instrument--each link in the chain of title--until the current date to determine the status, nature, character, and type of title.

§ 1.03. Proof of Title.

Again, the focus is title assurance or proof of title. Title examiners are called upon to provide a declaration of title validity. Since title validity is based upon the application of the law of deeds and conveyances, coupled with the law of deed recordation, the examiner must apply the law to the chain of title in the same manner as would a court of law should it be called upon to declare title. Proof in this legal context is a determination of what dignity of evidence is to be afforded the public records.

[1] Title Repositories. There are two types of public (governmental) records for land titles. The first comprehends the judicial, legislative, and departmental affairs of state pertaining to lands, namely writings, memorials, correspondence, notations, and papers of public officials--including conveyances of public lands and interests in public lands--made in the performance of their statutory duties. These would include the records of the federal and state officials pertaining to patents, leases, rights-of-way, permits, and the other title instruments affecting federal, state lands, and Indian lands; and judicial probates, administrations of intestacy, and orders and decrees adjudicating interests in both public and private lands.\(^{17}\) The second comprises, the records of the county recorder,\(^{18}\) described as quasi-public records in that they contain conveyances of both private interests and interests in public lands. This distinction is singularly important, as the records of the county recorder are almost universally determined to have evidentiary primacy in the determination of priority of titles and interests therein either by statute or judicial decision.\(^{19}\) These distinctions are of critical importance to the title examiner, as the former are typically not repositories according constructive notice of their contents for bona fide purchaser purposes, unless expressly provided by statute; while the latter are the repositories for constructive notice.\(^{20}\) This is not to say that public judicial, legislative, and departmental records would not afford inquiry notice of the status of title reported therein.


There are three types of recording statutes--race, notice, and race notice--and the jurisdictions differ.\(^{21}\) The distinctions are important to the title examiner, but are beyond the scope of this paper. They are covered in other papers at this Institute. What is important is that with the exception of the pure race statute, the purpose of the recording statutes to protect *bona fide* purchasers. *Bona fide* in this context means those who take title to land in good faith and for valuable consideration (not a mere token) and who recorded without notice of a previous conveyance or of encumbrances.\(^{22}\)
Prior notice is of three types: actual, constructive, or inquiry (sometimes referred to as “implied actual” or “implied constructive”) notice. They arise by statute as with “record notice” or by court made or decisional (common) law, as will actual or inquiry notice. If a purchaser has notice of a prior conveyance, the statute will not protect him from challenges to the validity of his title.

[a] Constructive Notice. There are two types of constructive notice. One arises by statute and the other arises by common law. The first is “record notice,” meaning that notice imparted by a recorded instrument pursuant to recording statutes. It places the world (public) on notice of its contents, whether one is actually aware of the document or not. Hence, the notice is constructive, because notice of what exists in the records is imputed by operation of statute and not by actual knowledge of its existence. The second is notice presumed by personal knowledge of certain facts that should impart to him or lead him to knowledge of the ultimate fact. This is common law constructive notice, and courts often refer to this type of constructive notice as “inquiry notice.” Inquiry notice is addressed separately, infra. Many states recognize both types of constructive notice. Constructive notice is the conclusive presumption of law that a person has actual knowledge of a party who asserts an interest in land.

Whether records, any records, give constructive notice is purely a matter of statute. This raises the question of the role of federal, Indian, and state land title records. It is here that many who request title opinions covering [state-owned, federal-owned] public or Indian lands and even some title examiners misunderstand the nature of records. For example, records of the State Offices, Bureau of Land Management (“BLM”) do not impart constructive notice of their contents. Except for the assertion of “bona fide purchaser status” under the cancellation provisions of departmental regulations, and the exception of the right of the Secretary of the Interior to approve assignments of operating rights and record title, rights as between the parties and bona fide purchaser status are governed by state law. The Secretary’s approval responsibility runs primarily to verification of acreage limitations and qualifications to hold leases. Thereafter, the BLM’s interest is to document who holds leases and interests therein, permits, rights-of-way, and other use rights and to whom the sovereign may look for compliance with federal laws pertaining to payment of rentals and royalties, reclamation, conduct of operation, and notification of competing uses. Since assignments of leases are generally effective between the parties subject to approval by the BLM, purchasers and title examiners would not have statutory constructive notice of BLM records unless those records were recorded in the county records. Consequently, if there are claims of competing titles and interests, resolution of ownership will be made under state law. These records will give the title examiner a basic chain of title of whom the BLM shows to be the owner of leasehold record title, operating rights, or even some owners of overriding royalty. But they do not show relative rights between or among owners under mortgages, deeds of trust, other financing documents, unfiled overriding royalties, net profits interests, calls on production, and production payments, which the BLM now refuses to file; or the limitation on rights that may be contained in purchase and sale agreements, general assignments of leases and operating rights, and the like. So unlike the records of the county recorder that afford constructive notice, the mere presence of a document in the files of the BLM, including field office records, does not give notice to the world. The same can be said of the agency land title records for state lands. They will provide a skeletal chain of title to the examiner, but will not accord constructive notice of their presence in the records or of their contents to any person. Still, these records must be examined to yield a complete chain of title and title opinion. No title examiner would think of rendering an opinion without examining these records.
The same is true of the land and title records maintained at agency offices of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs (“BIA”) for tribal and allotted lands. Indian title records also fall under
the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior. The nine BIA Land Title and Records Offices are repositories of constructive notice, while agency records are not. Mineral leases are typically maintained in agency records, records maintained for the primary use of the BIA for the same reasons and in like manner as federal and state records. Agency records do not afford statutory constructive notice, but assuredly would impart implied (inquiry) notice. Yet, how many title examiners will search the agency records, but ignore the records of the BIA Land Title and Records Offices; and how many companies will pay for the Land Titles and Records Office examination? Be that as it may, access to BIA title records has been problematic of late, given restrictions of Cobell and local misunderstandings regarding the workings of the federal Privacy Act of 1974. Nevertheless, the BIA acknowledges that companies who currently lease or use Indian lands or who seek to lease, use, or consolidate Indian lands or interests in lands or who seek to lease or use Indian lands meet the “routine uses” exception to Privacy Act and are entitled to access. Presumably, this includes abstracters, title examiners, and title attorneys who would on behalf of the lessee or user or prospective lessee or user require access to title records.

[b] Actual Notice. Actual notice arises when a purchaser has personal knowledge of a prior unrecorded deed or possession adverse to his claim. Courts sometimes confuse the distinctions the author is attempting to draw here, by holding that facts that would lead purchaser to inquire and thereby gain actual knowledge of the chain of title is “actual notice,” while the author categorizes them as inquiry notice.

[c] Inquiry Notice. “Inquiry notice” is sometimes referred to as implied actual notice or common law constructive notice. It is that notice arising from facts that would prompt a reasonable person (often referred to in the law as a prudent person) to make further inquiry. Examples might include a party assessed and paying taxes other than the record owner; unassessed taxes in the name of one other than the record owner; recitals and references made in a recorded document to an unrecorded agreement, deed, or other conveyance or encumbrance; and adverse possession by non-record owner. Sometimes inquiry notice is referred to as implied actual notice.

[d] Judicial Notice. Finally, there is judicial notice—that notice courts impute to ministerial acts of government and government records to facilitate the presentation and authentication of evidence in court. Implied notice and judicial notice are court-made (common law) doctrines. However, they have application to the title examination.

It is beyond the scope of the paper to address title examination approaches and techniques for federal, state, and Indian title repositories. They are covered in other papers presented at this institute. The purpose of this paper is to alert title examiners that they must examine those records that give constructive and give rise to inquiry notice, as those are the repositories that cloak a purchaser (grantee, assignee, mortgagee, lienor, et al.) with bona fides.

§ 1.04 Title Assurance.

[1] Types of Title Assurance. Generally speaking, there are four types of title assurance in real property transactions: the warranty deeds (the oldest), title certificates under the Torrens land registration system (outmoded), an attorney’s title opinion based upon an abstract or stand-up search, and title insurance. This section focuses on abstracts/title
opinions and title insurance, as the role of the warranty deed is obvious and title certificates under the Torrens system have already been discussed.

[a] Abstracts and Title Opinions. Historically, attorneys prepared title opinions from abstracts assembled by licensed abstracters. Initially, abstracters searched the records and handwrote or typed an "abstract" or summary of the essential elements of each recorded document in the chain of title.31 As technology advanced, abstracters compiled photocopy or photographed copies of each document. The abstract provides evidence of the title, but does not declare or identify ownership. The attorney examines the abstract and renders a title opinion. Abstracts are still used as a practical source of title in many states52 even when not required by statute, and particularly in oil and gas producing states for the reasons addressed infra in the discussion of mineral titles. Historically, abstracts were used extensively for mineral titles.

Formal abstracting has fallen out of vogue in some states and lately with mineral titles, because compilation takes too long, closing deadlines required stand-up searches, or abstracters limited the risks for errors and omissions to the cost of the abstract.53 Sometimes companies engage landmen to perform the stand-up search and assemble all documents in the chain of title for an attorney's examination, or the attorney himself both performs the search and renders the opinion. Except when required by statute, abstracting and even stand-up examinations have been truncated by the advent of the computer age, as title counsel can now access the recorder's records from his desk-top in many jurisdictions.

Land titles are legal rights. Determining who owns the title is a legal conclusion. Courts and authorities often distinguish between "searching" title and "examining" and "rendering title." Searching is defined as the mechanics of identifying and extracting those instruments constituting the chain of title, while "examining" is the process of analyzing title evidence and rendering an opinion.54 For example, non-lawyers are statutorily authorized to search title for title insurance in most states55 and abstracters are licensed to compile abstracts. Hence, abstracters are title searchers, while attorneys are title examiners. In practice, the terms are used interchangeably.

Title attorneys are responsible for disclosing all discoverable defects and explaining their impact. Title insurance commitments, on the other hand, are construed to merely notify the potential insured what the company is willing to insure, and title companies need not search for those defects expressly excepted or excluded.56 The assurance does not arise until the policy of insurance is purchased and issued. The difference in protection afforded by abstracts/attorney's opinions and title insurance is summarized in 1 Patton & Palomar on Land Titles.57

Abstracters are required to be licensed and bonded in most states, and the abstracter's liability runs to all those who own the land or lenders who rely upon the abstract to extend credit. Even in states where abstracters are not licensed or required to give bond, courts extend the abstracter's liability to those who foreseeably rely on the abstract of title.58 Non-lawyers who "render title"--declare ownership in mineral reports, mineral certificates, or take-off sheets--may be charged with the unauthorized practice of law and are held to the same standard as lawyers.

A discussion of professional responsibility and attendant liability for abstracters and title attorneys appears infra.59
Title Insurance. Title insurance is an American invention. Title insurance companies examine the recorder’s records from the inception of title to current date (or more likely update a prior search conducted on the same property—a practice known as “tacking”) and issue preliminary title reports or commitments to insure. Title insurance companies are governed by statute. The scope of their duty is not to abstract and declare the status of title, as would a title attorney based upon an abstract or stand-up search; but rather to insure or guarantee the prospective purchaser or lender a position in the chain of title that it is willing to insure. Insuring titles is geared to a lesser—a “minimalist” standard—when compared to a “status of title” standard. These searches are performed by non-lawyer employees of the title company—often from “title plant” records reproduced from the recorder’s offices and physically located in the title company offices. Sometimes title insurance companies will run a chain of title and commission an attorney to render a title opinion or have the attorney run the chain and render an opinion, which the company then insures. The preliminary report or commitment to insure and the policy covers the ownership; enumerated title defects and encumbrances; unmarketability; and lack of access, among others. The insurance covers those title defects not generally or specifically excluded by the insurance policy. Anyone who has read Schedule Bs recognizes that policies of title insurance differ widely in their scope and their exclusions can be very broad.

Liability for error sounds in contract rather than tort in most states, while other states impose an abstracter’s negligence (tort) standard to title searches. The important distinction is that upon title failure or unmarketability damages for breach of contract are limited by the contract, while damages based upon negligence (tort) have no such limitation.

Mineral Titles.

However, title insurance does not work with mineral titles. Most title companies will not write a policy of title insurance for minerals, because mineral titles are more obscure. Mineral titles arise from exceptions and reservations in patents and deeds and are burdened by more limitations and conditions than surface estates. It does not matter whether the surface and mineral estates are consolidated or severed. Moreover, mineral titles are not subject to the usual indicia of use and occupation as surface titles with their homes, cabins, farmland, ranches, and other visible uses. Mineral titles are not subject to real property taxes in the same manner as surface estates, and mineral owners do not appear in records of the assessors and treasurers, unless they are also the owners of the consolidated estate. Mineral titles are not platted by the recorder, as the recorder’s plats are primarily designed and utilized for ad valorem taxation purposes. Hence, the extra-record indicia of ownership of mineral titles are not open to view and inspection in the same manner as normal land titles.

For these reasons, title opinions are universally required for the acquisition, drilling, distribution of revenues from production, and financing for the reason that other methods of title assurance are not available or up to the task.

Marketability and Marketable Record Title Acts.

This brings us to a discussion of the nature of title to be purchased, leased, drilled, produced, or mortgaged. The assurance the buyer wants is that the title is marketable. Courts of equity coined the term “marketable title” to characterize the character of title that was sufficiently good (devoid of material defects) that a reasonable buyer would accept it in a suit for specific performance. "Marketable title,” “merchantable title,” “good title,” “good
and marketable title,” “indispensable title,” and even “perfect title” are now used synonymously and interchangeably. These definitions apply equally to mineral titles.

Twenty states have enacted marketable title acts with the view to rendering land titles more secure, and several state acts are patterned on the Model Marketable Record Title Act circulating in the 1960's. These acts serve several purposes. They serve as statutes of limitation by establishing a period barring any claims not filed during the period. They act as curative statutes in that they purport to extinguish defects in title arising beyond the statutory period.

The Model Act, for example, provides that any owner of land or an interest in land who has an unbroken chain of title of record for forty or more years has marketable title, if the records disclose a conveyance or other title transfer purporting to vest title in the claimant during the forty-year period immediately prior to the search. The vesting document is called the “root of title.” If the vesting document is older than the forty-year period, all rights, titles, and interests under the root of title are preserved by recording a notice of interest referring to and incorporating the root-of-title instrument. All documents recorded earlier than the statutory period are extinguished, with certain exceptions. The act does not bar or extinguish titles or rights of a person in possession during the statutory period; rights preserved by filing a notice of claim (when the root of title is beyond the statutory period); rights arising under adverse possession or prescription; title defects recorded during the statutory period; reversions under a lease; easements held by utilities; federal and state titles and rights; and mineral titles and rights exercisable in connection with the minerals. However, states have added other exceptions. Utah, for example, expressly excepts certain types of water rights and extends the minerals exception to rights appurtenant to the mineral titles themselves, which arguably, would include access roads and other easements. Consequently, mineral titles, including consolidated estates from which the minerals have not been severed or in which the minerals have been reunited with the surface estate must be searched from inception of title or tacked to an opinion previously rendered.

Marketable title acts do not obviate the need for title searches in excess of the statutory period precisely because of the stated exceptions and because the statutes were never intended to resolve competing chains of title to the same lands.

§ 1.05 Mineral Title Opinions and Reports: An Overview.

Title opinions have been defined as:

[A] statement of opinion by an attorney, often in the form of a letter, as to the state of the title to land, mineral, royalty or working interests. The opinion will often recommend that curative instruments be obtained before the property interest is purchased, drilled on, or otherwise dealt with.

Reports and opinion letters come in all shapes and sizes and vary from location to location and title examiner to title examiner. Some of the more basic formats for abbreviated searches include the take-off report, title memorandum, status report, and mineral certificate. Formats stemming from “full-blown” searches and resulting in formalized, broad-based “opinions” include acquisition, drilling or explorations, division order or production distribution, and security or financing opinions, and the more narrowly focused bonus and delay rental opinions. Bonus and delay rental opinions are beyond the scope of this opinion, but are addressed in the legal literature. Irrespective of nomenclature, these categories
cross interdisciplinary lines and are conceptually the same for both the oil and gas and the mining industry. Each format has a specific purpose among the genre of reports and opinions. It is important that the corporate counsel and landman properly and clearly communicate the type of report or opinion desired or the reason for which title examination is required so that the examiner may accurately determine the scope of his examination and fashion the desired product. A brief description of each of the reports and opinion letters is meaningful here to define the procedural aspects of the title examination in each instance. More detailed treatment, including discussions of chaining title and fashioning title opinions and reports are found in other papers of this and other Special Institutes and Practicing Law Institutes. 83


[a] Take-Off Reports. “Take-Off Reports” are typically used at the lease acquisition phase of a natural resources project to establish apparent mineral ownership for lease plays. They are the least thorough and comprehensive of title reports. The searches consists of determining possible ownership from the federal, Indian, state, or recorder’s ownership plats and then examining the tract index (in those states which have statutorily mandated tract indices) in order to determine who has granted the most recent mineral leases. The examiner then works backward in the tract index to find the conveyance which purports to vest the mineral title in the apparent lessor. When no tract index is maintained by the recorder, the title examiner must proceed from the ownership plat backward in the grantee/grantor indices to determine who has given the most recent mineral lease and to identify the conveyance which purports to vest the mineral title in the apparent lessor.

With respect to mining claims, the Take-Off Report would serve the same purpose, but would generate from a search of apparent title in the records of the BLM State Office, focusing on the historical index, plats, LR-2000 (Mining Claim Report for unpatented mining claims and Geographic Report for all other land actions), coupled with an apparent title search of the county records.

A Take-Off Report is frequently prepared by the landman or lease broker. It can take the form of a written report identifying apparent mineral ownership by tract, or it can take the format of a standard BLM use plat or other map shaded or otherwise marked to denote mineral and ownership.

[b] Title Memoranda. “Title Memoranda” may also be used at the acquisition phase of a project. In addition to reciting apparent mineral and surface ownership, they may reflect material conveyances, reservations, exceptions, unreleased leases, and encumbrances. Therefore, they are more thorough than the Take-Off Reports, but less thorough than the formal status report or title opinion. They are most often prepared by an abstracter or landman, but may be prepared by an attorney.

[c] Status Reports. “Status Reports,” as defined for purposes of this paper, set forth the status of the lands as reflected by the title records of one or more title repositories, such as the status of lands disclosed by the records of the BLM State Office, or the records of the state agency that administers state lands within that jurisdiction. What they do not include is an abstract of the county records. The Status Reports contain an itemized listing of all historical index entries for the lands covered; relevant statutes and executive, secretarial, and public land orders; contents of corporate files pertaining to business entity lessees in the chain of title; and a written abstract of the relevant contents of the applicable lease files. Often, the examiner attaches photocopies of the relative orders, patents, surveys,
plats, and serial register pages (or the current LR-2000) to the report. Status Reports prepared in the Rocky Mountain West typically set forth the surface, mineral, and leasehold ownership. Comments are limited and abbreviated, if not non-existent.

Historically, companies requested Status Reports at the acquisition or drilling stage of a project. Status Reports are prepared by attorneys for delivery to in-house or the ultimate outside title examiner--an example of form following function--to be used in conjunction with an abstract of the county records to prepare a title opinion. The author was called upon during the 1970s and 1980s to prepare such reports, but has not prepared or used Status Reports in rendering a title opinion for over twenty-five years. Perhaps one reason for this is the availability of most all underlying documents and records, albeit not the lease, mining claim, and patent files, on the BLM State Office and state land agency Websites.

[d] Mineral Certificates. “Mineral Certificates” are sometimes available from abstract title companies. For example, in the author's state of Utah, where policies of title insurance exclude mineral titles, Security Title and Southeastern Title & Abstract Company are known to have issued mineral certificates for a tract of land. These certificates are generally one or two pages long, contain a tabulation of ownership, and identify encumbrances affecting title. They are signed and certified to by an attorney who is typically an employee of officer of the title company. Today, if the author's experience is any indication, they are rarely, if ever, used by the minerals industry.

[2] Oil and Gas Title Opinions.

Each type of opinion is structured for its purposes and addresses different issues. For example an acquisition title opinion in an asset sale of proven and producing properties may not identify surface ownership, as the lessee's title and net revenue stream are of primary focus; while the acquisition title opinion for unproven properties might take surface ownership into account. The drilling title opinion identifies both surface and mineral ownership, analyzes the mineral leases, addresses encumbrances such as easements, grazing leases, and other mineral leases that may limit or condition the mineral lessee's use of the lands, and identifies which of the mineral title curative issues may be deferred until a successful well is drilled and revenues are to be distributed. The division order title opinion is interested exclusively in the calculation and distribution of revenues from production, and does not concern itself with regulatory and surface issues, except to the extent that they might affect the allocation of production and revenue stream. The financing or security opinion is written for lenders to support mortgaging the owner's interest in proven and producing properties for project exploration or development.

An attorney's opinion discusses four basic elements of title. First, it identifies the ownership of lands, both surface and mineral estates. Second, it identifies the evidence upon which he relied for the legal conclusions drawn. Third, it identifies the defects in title represented by clouds on title, defective instruments, defective recordings, judicial decrees and orders, tax sales, leases, easements, encumbrances, and liens. Fourth, it recommends how the defects might be cured. Typically, the attorney does not address rights arising by persons in possession, and expressly excepts them, together with rights under mechanics' and materialmen's liens, and unrecorded instruments.

The underlying purpose of a title examination molds the form of the resulting report or opinion in which the examiner's conclusions on title are memorialized. This is a perfect example of form following function.\[4\]
[a] **Acquisition Opinions.** The acquisition title opinion is obtained in the context and often prior to closing of an asset sale or stock acquisition of the owner (depending on the provisions of the purchase and sale agreements). The acquisition title opinion in an asset sale of proven and producing properties may not identify surface ownership, as the lessee's title and net revenue stream are of primary focus; while the acquisition title opinion for unproven properties might take surface ownership into account.

[b] **Drilling Title Opinions.** “Drilling Title Opinions” report surface and mineral ownership based upon a thorough examination of all title repositories affecting the proposed drill-site lands. They result from an examination of the records of the BLM State Office; counterpart records of the state agency that administers state lands in those instances when title to the mineral fee is or once was owned by the state; the records of the county recorder of the county in which the prospect is situated; and the records of the county clerk, assessor, or treasurer for unsatisfied judgments, tax liens and sales, and probate files and records. A Drilling Title Opinion should accurately reflect “record” ownership of both the surface and mineral estates, subject to rights held under unrecorded instruments or by parties in possession, and includes the examiner's comments upon title defects and his recommendations for corrective actions. Also, the Drilling Title Opinion should focus on those types of title and regulatory restrictions that might influence, affect, or restrict the nature of exploratory or developmental operations, such as zoning restrictions, spacing and pooling orders, wilderness designations and the like. Drilling Title Opinions are always prepared by attorneys.

[c] **Division Order Title Opinions.** “Division Order Title Opinions” report ownership of minerals produced from a property for purposes of distribution of proceeds. They tabulate the lessor's royalties, working interests, overriding royalties, production payments, net profits interests, and other lease burdens. Surface ownership is generally not a concern at this stage. While the Drilling Title Opinion is often tabulated in percentages, the Division Order Title Opinion usually reports the “net revenue interest” interest of each owner in decimal format, using a base of 1.0 to represent the whole mineral pie. The corporate landman or division order analyst uses the Division Order Title Opinion to prepare and circulate the division orders to owners of mineral or leasehold interests entitled to proceeds of production. The Division Order Title Opinion is always prepared by an attorney and is sometimes considered to be the highest state of the title examiner's art.

[d] **Security or Financing Opinions.** “Security Opinions,” also known as “Financing Opinions,” are rendered in connection with mortgages of mineral properties or current or future production for project exploration and development. These opinions take the tabulation form of either Drilling Title Opinions or even Division Order Title Opinions inasmuch as the mortgagor's net revenue interest is pivotal to determining the value of the collateral. However, these opinions have been rendered in hybrid formats to meet the needs of financing institutions. The title repositories to be examined are the same as for drilling or division order title opinions.

[3] **Mining Opinions.**

As with oil and gas opinions, mining opinions are prepared for acquisition, exploration, production and distribution, and financing stages of projects.

[a] **Acquisition Opinions.** Acquisition opinion may cover existing mineral leases, lands open to leasing, patented mining claims owned in fee, and unpatented mining claims. When examining unpatented mining claims, the examiner must not only address compliance with
mining claim location law and the priority of competing and overlapping claims, but also the validity of the claims pursuant to recordation and maintenance (now rental payment) requirements. One thing this author has learned, even when preparing opinions for sophisticated mining companies, is to dedicate a portion of the opinion to discussions of location and claim maintenance law and the ephemeral nature of unpatented mining claims.

[b] Exploration Opinions. The Exploration Opinion is important when the miner or developer holds leasehold interest, exploration license, or profit a’ prendre, because, like with oil and gas drilling opinions, governmental regulations may limit or even preclude exploration. It is one thing to have a squeaky-clean title. It is yet another to undertake operations if governmentally restricted. Regulatory prohibitions are most likely to be found on public lands, although zoning or even access across adjacent lands may be restricted even if the target properties are privately owned.

c] Production and Distribution Opinions. Division of interest opinions are primarily creatures of the oil patch, but can be used in a mining context, especially when the mining rights are subject to a lease with several mineral owners or there have been several mesne assignment of the lease in which various royalty, net profits of net smelter returns, or other lease burdens have been reserved or assigned.

d] Financing. Miners and developer may use their minerals in place and revenue streams as collateral for project financing, improvements in mine capital assets, or other purposes, in the same manner as the oil and gas industry. Financing or security opinions would use the same format as financing opinions in the oil and gas sector, although terminology may differ. The same principles and rules apply. However, when the collateral is unpatented mining claims, it is important to alert the lender to the nature and quality of title to an unpatented mining claim, as the distinction between a diligence title, as compared to a leasehold or fee title, most likely will not be fully understood and appreciated.

[4] Tying Opinions Together. It is important to understand that with mineral titles generally, and oil and gas titles, specifically, each opinion is a stepping stone to the next stage or phase of title surety. However, if the preparer of the base opinion defers identification and comment on title defects requiring no title curative until the production stage and the succeeding title examiner comes forward from the effective date of the base opinion, the succeeding examiner will be required to re-examine title evidence already examined for the base opinion. An example might be adverse claims by mineral owners to the same royalty interest or gaps in the chain of title occasioned by death of a mineral owner. In other words, the title examiner must be sensitive to form (the purpose of the opinion), but not blind to form (failing to include information that a subsequent title examiner may need to meet the purposes of the next-stage opinion.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the contents and formatting of title opinions in greater detail, as they are discussed in other papers presented at this and earlier Special Institutes.


While to industry the title opinion represents a medium, to title counsel it risks becoming an art form. As one authority cautions, the examiner must strike the balance between communicating information and parading scholarship and erudition.
With regard to professional responsibility and the attendant liability, abstracters and lawyers are treated differently. Abstracters and attorneys are obliged to indemnify their clients for errors and omissions in their searches and opinions only--failing to disclose title defects that an abstracter or title examiner would have found and addressed exercising reasonable care. By contrast, abstracters are liable to whomever might have foreseeably relied upon their abstracts, while title attorneys are liable to their clients only--those with whom they stood in privity of contract. That being said, neither abstracters nor title attorneys are guarantors of title.

Absent a contract limiting liability, the abstracter and attorney's standard of care and the resulting liability for breach of that standard is based upon negligence. When "abstracts" are compiled by landmen who are not licensed abstracters, it would appear that they would be held to the same standard of care as the abstracter or even a title attorney who examined the records and would be liable under a negligence (malpractice tort) standard of care.

It is axiomatic that while abstracters, landmen, and other non-lawyers may prepare take-off reports and title memoranda for their own use or as an employee for a mining or oil and gas company, they cannot prepare title memoranda, reports, or opinions for a client or customer without being subject to a challenge for the unauthorized practice of law and any consequences that might flow therefrom. As noted earlier, errors they make in reporting subject them to the same liability standard as lawyers.

§ 1.05 Ordering the Opinion.

Companies generally have policies regarding when and by whom opinions are ordered. Nowadays, most title opinions are prepared by outside counsel. Typically, in-house counsel or more likely land departments, order the title opinions. Because companies have differing policies respecting title assurance needs, it is important that both the company landman and the outside attorney clearly communicate what is sought and what is to be delivered when the order for a title opinion is placed.

If the landman does not volunteer, then outside counsel must inquire after, at least the following information regarding the scope of the search and content and format of the title opinions:

(a) The purpose for which the opinion is intended;

(b) Whether the opinions are to be original or updated;

(c) Whether examination is "stand-up" or "sit-down"--meaning from abstracts or personal records search;

(d) When public lands are involved, whether status reports from the BLM State Office, state land department, or equivalent records will be provided or whether title counsel is to perform the search;

(e) Whether the scope of title search is to be limited to record title or expanded to include repositories of inquiry or judicial notice, such as conservation commission spacing records; conservation commission well, production, and sales records; BLM and state agency field
offices records for similar information; and zoning commission, water rights, and other records;

(f) Whether the search is to include “extra-record” documents and records from company lease, division order, and agreement files;

(g) In the context of Indian titles, whether the company wishes to rely on agency title records or requires BIA Land Titles and Records Offices in addition to the agency records;

(h) Whether, in the context of stand-up search, a photocopy abstract of all records should be provided;

(i) Whether a copy of the chain of title diagram should be included with the title opinion;

(j) Whether surface inspections are contemplated and if they are, whether they will be conducted by the company or a consultant (most notably in the context of unpatented mining claims);

(k) Whether the tabulation of ownership should declare ultimate title—who owns it now—or recite each link in the chain of title, or both;

(l) What the format for the tabulation of ownership should assume, as with how many spaces should appear to the right of the decimal in division order title opinions and whether allocation formula should appear in division order title opinions;

(m) Format and content of the comments and requirements—terse identification of defects without legal analysis or broader reporting with legal analysis;

(n) Whether addresses of owners should be included in the division order title opinions;

(o) Whether counsel may utilize junior attorneys or paralegals to conduct the search;

(p) What the drop dead date is for the opinion delivery.

In addition, title counsel should request any ownership plats, mining claim maps, or other demonstrative representation of the land and lease ownership picture be provided, as well as confirm the lands to be search, the mineral lease or mining claim serial number, existing spacing or well-location and siting rules, whether the lands are unitized, and other information that would assist the title attorney to structure and implement his search. Other questions may become apparent in the course of the conversation. It is a good idea for the title examiner to memorialize the counsel's understanding of the order in a confirming letter to the landman. Answers to the foregoing questions should frame the confirming letter.

If a stand-up search is contemplated, the answers to these questions will allow the title examiner to more efficiently structure and manage the title project. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss title project management. That topic will be addressed at the end of this Institute, and the paper appears at the back of the binder.
§ 1.06 Conclusion.

The "whos" in this paper are the company title players—the company, the abstracter, the title attorney, the owners, and the holders of liens and encumbrances on title. The "whats" are the title evidence identified, extracted, and analyzed; the title laws that govern them; and the opinions to be delivered. The "whens," if you did not know, are always the "yesterdays"—the dates upon which the company wanted the title opinions. The "wheres" are the title repositories, those public records contain the evidence of title upon which the opinions will be based. The "whys" all involve the security of title—the ultimate goal—and the determination of bona fides of the seller-owner or user of the lands. The "hows" you will learn as this institute.

Hopefully you now have a foundation upon which subsequent speakers will build, with confidence that you now possess a working vocabulary of title terms and title practices. Remember, everything you learn during this institute has as its be-all and end-all title assurance.
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